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About This Game

Welcome to the year 2100. It is the time when humans have decided to colonise Mars. You have been selected to participate in
the operation by completing research on the most advanced space station in all of the history of mankind. The space station has

the most advanced artificial intelligence, and when time progresses things start to take a turn for the worst. The artificial
intelligence begins to malfunction, and tries to kill you at every opportunity given. Alone, you must survive long enough to

escape the station and make it back to Earth, but do you have what it takes?

IMMERSIVE ENVIRONMENT
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The atmosphere of 2100 is built to have an immersive experience. With realistic components used, you will feel as if you are in
the space station in real life.

THE ENEMY: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

The only enemy in 2100 is the artificial intelligence. You are placed against it, in a race against time. But do you have what it
takes?

Features

Story Driven-While exploring the world of 2100, the story of what happened will slowly unfold. Everything may seem correct at
first, but than abnormal events begin to occur. This makes you question what is happening.

Large diverse space station to explore with different sectors. This is enhanced with the use of realistic items.
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Realistic effects used-While you fight your way against the AI and try to outsmart it, it will attempt to stop you in every possible
way. You will have to be ready at what it throws at you

Resource management. With very limited equipment at your disposal, will you make good or bad use of it? Will it contribute to
your escape, or force you stuck on the station with the AI that is malfunctioning?
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Title: 2100
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Interactive Gaming Studios
Publisher:
Interactive Gaming Studios
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2019
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Played the first version on my iPhone and got my whole family addicted to it. Great puzzle game series and now with 2 on the
PC I got excited and rightly so. So much better with great updates and additions. Really enjoyed playing this one. And so did the
family.. I bought this DLC just for that ship in a bottle for my cabin
10\/10. Big improvements from the first nice homeage to old skool horror games
https:\/\/youtu.be\/wzAdBGOi4-Q. Ok, so this was just \u20ac2, but it is still a techdemo. Gigantic latency issues so unless you
are playing slow rock music or blues (forget faster metal like beats) and the symbals flail around if you get too close.

If you want to let your kids experiment with playing drums before you buy them a drumset, fine - buy this for them.
If you already have been playing drums for a while and want a VR experience because of space issues in your home - this will
just make you sad.

3 minutes with this was enough for me, i'll stick with my TD-11 KV.. Yeah Sorry I played this along long time ago,, in todays
world the graphics are horrible and even though they have files to support the thrustmaster joystick sidewinder etc they dont
seem to work at all.......

Please unless you like spending hours trying to revive this game to work in todays world,, take a PASS the video on the store
front looks far better than you will get on your comp......... Derelict is game which for the 2 hours I have already played, I
enjoyed it. However I have no desire currently to go back and play more because of the lack of things to find in this "universe".
The game itself has huge potential but really that's all it is, potential. I am praying for updates to expand what is already here
because the concept is solid and what is there already is really good but there just isn't enough to justify buying it at this stage. I
wouldn't recommend this yet but I would say to keep this on your radar and check back when hopefully more is added to the
game.. The sounds, the graphics, and the mechanics in this game are all so utterly generic. I just can’t into it.. this great dlc. First
time playing this game and waited for over 15 min to find a game .. Still can't find a game .. sigh ..... bought this game some
time ago, installed but never got around to playing it yet.
other day i turned it on decideing to begin my crusade into this game, and i must say it was well worth the wait <3

if your a fan of arena shooters like unreal tournament, quake and the various other games of its style this game highly reminds
me of them, it may be a top down arena shooter but it still brings back the feelings of playing those all the time <3

to put it simple if you like arena shooters, there is a few game modes.
deathmatch, team deathmatch, capture the flag, last man standing. wanna see more modes? suggest them to the developer.

guns wise you have all sorts of guns to pick from, from simple minigun to a rocket launcher or even a laser sniper rifle.
oh and lets not froget the flamethrower.

the bots wise have been tuned to were you will die ALOT if your not careful.
reccomend you try using a controler well playing this, twinstick shooter of course. or you can try toughening it out via mouse
and keyboard.

the servers are online some PVE loaded with bots, some are players only. which u can also make your own servers.
which achivement wise flying thru the ranks isnt that tough you just need to play a bit.

overall id reccomend this game to anyone whos a fan of arena shooters, play it on off or marathon it playing 60 min matchs.
which i myself ran a 60min match the fun didnt die off at all, as its just that addictive.

oh and for those who arent so good at arena shooters, he added handicaps you can set bot settings from easy to hard.
or even lower there speed , or lower your speed if ud like a handicap.

my advice, test out the demo if you like it buy it and bring friends for a crazy shootout <3

if i missed anything about this game please leave a comment. also i should note there is meetup groups on steam which you can
find players via as usualy the servers dont have many playing. but that doesnt mean the players arent there.
there just waiting for the invite to play <3
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^w^

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/DeadalusCombatClub\/
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/DaedalusNoEscapeMultiplayerGroup
 player meetup groups join and help us grow the community <3

if this review is not helpful, please leave a comment as to why u feel that way so i may make changes if needed ^w^
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While the IndyCar Pack for GRID 2 is a small addition to the game it does add a lot of interesting factors into the game. After
purchasing the IndyCar Pack you'll receive two routes at the world famous Indianapolis Motor Speedway Circuit, two vehicle
liveries for the Chevrolet Camaro SS and Corvette Z06, and the IndyCar itself. While the IndyCar and the tracks added are fun,
it's not totally worth seven dollars.. Think of a game like Asteroids, Now think of a game like Asteroids but where the asteroids
follow you around relentlessly trying to smash into your face, and your only defence is a majectic wave of destruction; This is
Shudder.

Shudder may seem simple when beginning, but as you're playing, you quickly come to realise that this fast-paced game won't
give you much time to think as it tests your reactions and ability to predict ahead. This game is difficult, but after a few
attempts, you'll start the get the hang of it, you'll notice your abilities peek as you stave off the relentles enemies with your
waves of slaughter; show them what you're made of!. you can beat this game in about 13 hours its alright I bought it in a steam
bundle way back when, the story is interesting and its an arcade shooter its not bad but its not THE BEST. One thing you have to
know is if you are in a mission and you die half way in you have to start all the way in the begining so like maybe 5 or 10
minutes of hard work gone so keep that in mind.

I want to give this game a maybe
for new people on steam get it and enjoy
for people like me with 600 plus games in the account skip

I give it a 5/10
HEY look at me I am a fighter pilot from WW2 yayyyyy. This game is amazing!!!!! Omg best CCG I have ever found yet. =].
Fun but gets boring pretty quickly 5\/10. Nice with friends. Give it a shot.. This is pretty much the only DLC here, that's worth
the price... when it's on sale.

But after the "Age of Destroyer" update, i wouldn't recommend buying any DLC here... until you have played the game, and
reached a destroyer without spending money.
This DLC helps lessening the grind on the way a bit, if you use the GS you get to buy a 1 month licence... but when the licences
runs out, you're really going to feel the pain of the increased grind at every turn.

When the Devs start improving the game again with updates, i might change my review. But looking at the latest updates and
"events", it's a clear thumbs down until further notice.

I don't regret spending the money on this DLC, but i'm not going to recommend it either.. It's Pantera! What else can I say. Get
it already.. Disciples is a great game. The game offers 4 playable races being the Empire, Demons, Dwarves or Undead. The
game is interesting because you start with a hero being a Warrior, Mage or Archer all with their own game effecting benefits
and you assemble a party and level them up. You also build up your castle with specific buildings to level up your party,
example being Footmen needing a Stables to level up into a Knight. With that said you need resources and to acquire resources
all you need is to convert land underneath easily noticed resources.

One thing to note is: I've played all Sagas(campaigns) all offering challenge, but something I found a little disappointing is some
of the maps were reused, just the advantage was flip flopped.

Overall I rate this game 8/10 - Flawed but amazing nonetheless.. I didn't really enjoy the game I doesn't really tell you what to
do and the graphics are just bad. 4\/10
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